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trailer to the chain as needed. This would necessitate a large
unloading space, but would eliminate the need for temporary
storage space as well as the labor involved in moving the load
into temporary storage by hand-truck.

One of the problems of maintaining a satisfactory force of
washhouse workers results from the lag in time in beginning
the field and washhouse operations. The field crews are usually
at work two or three hours before a sufficient volume of celery
has been hauled from the field to start the washhouse operating.
The field crews begin work at 8:00 a.m. and the washhouse crews
at 10:00 or 11:00 a.m. The washhouse crew commonly works
until 10:00 or 11:00 p.m. Most firms have longer washhouse
hours than field hours and also have more difficulty keeping
washhouse labor. If it were economically feasible to enclose
the temporary storage and refrigerate it, a store of celery could
be built up the evening before, so that the washhouse crew
could begin work at approximately the same time the field crew
starts work. Adjusting the capacity of the washhouse to the
field volume should result in about the same working hours
in the washhouse as in the field. The temporary storage could
be refrigerated by connecting it up with the precooler, so that
when the precooler is shut down at night the cold water from
it (which is otherwise wasted) could be used to lower the tem-
perature of the celery held in temporary storage for the follow-
ing day. None of the organizations studied were using re-
frigerated temporary storage.

Some limited experiments were made in holding celery over-
night in temporary storage without refrigeration. It was done
quite successfully on cool winter nights but the great volume
of celery does not move until March, when the night tempera-
tures are high enough to cause considerable wilting. Spraying
the stored celery with cold water was also tried but little dif-
ference in wilting could be noted between the sprayed and un-
sprayed lots. The wilted celery appeared to regain its turgidity
after passing through the precooler, but no study was made to
determine how long such celery remained in a marketable con-
dition.

CHAIN FEEDING

After the field crates of celery have been moved to the chain
by the unloaders there are several methods commonly used in
placing celery on the chain. To compare the two methods it was
necessary to combine operations occurring from the time the


